
Fall is fast approaching, and as we usher in the changing leaves 
and cooler temperatures, we’d like to ponder a few suggestions 
for the season. 

• Some of you who ride motorcycles or ATV’s during the warmer 
months may put these toys into hibernation for the winter.  
See page 2 to see a common problem that is easily averted. 

• Did the summer sun take the ink out of your month sticker? 
See page 3 to receive a free replacement month sticker. 

• Does your picture on your drivers license look faded? see page 
3 for a quick and easy way to fix this. 
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Inside this issue: 

As we approach our 10 year anniversary, we’d like to share a few of our proud              

accomplishments...  

Since 1998, FooteWork has issued more than  

200,000 Arizona titles, 175,000 license plates and more than 150,000                           

registration stickers.   

All this with an accuracy rating given by the state of Arizona of 98.4%. 

Wow!  That’s more than a half-million titlework transactions FooteWork has            

completed that have helped our customers. 

YOUR  HE L P FUL  GU IDE  TO  MOTOR  VEH IC L E  Q  &  A  

Own a large commercial vehicle?   

FooteWork has saved its customers thousands of dollars each year (sounds 

like an insurance commercial) by changing the way the vehicle is         

registered.  Ask us how we can save you a ton of money as well. 



Is there a service FooteWork can help Is there a service FooteWork can help Is there a service FooteWork can help Is there a service FooteWork can help 
you with that we’re currently not           you with that we’re currently not           you with that we’re currently not           you with that we’re currently not           
offering?  Can we do a procedure         offering?  Can we do a procedure         offering?  Can we do a procedure         offering?  Can we do a procedure         

differently that would be more helpful to differently that would be more helpful to differently that would be more helpful to differently that would be more helpful to 
you?  If you have any suggestions, please you?  If you have any suggestions, please you?  If you have any suggestions, please you?  If you have any suggestions, please 

let us know.let us know.let us know.let us know.    

P A G E  2  

Now that the weather is changing, most of us put away our motorcycle or ATV for Now that the weather is changing, most of us put away our motorcycle or ATV for Now that the weather is changing, most of us put away our motorcycle or ATV for Now that the weather is changing, most of us put away our motorcycle or ATV for 
the cold months.  One of the most common things we see the cold months.  One of the most common things we see the cold months.  One of the most common things we see the cold months.  One of the most common things we see 
at FooteWork is someone with an insurance issue on a  at FooteWork is someone with an insurance issue on a  at FooteWork is someone with an insurance issue on a  at FooteWork is someone with an insurance issue on a  
motorcycle or ATV after they drop the insurance for the motorcycle or ATV after they drop the insurance for the motorcycle or ATV after they drop the insurance for the motorcycle or ATV after they drop the insurance for the 
months they decide not to ride.  It’s OK to cancel the       months they decide not to ride.  It’s OK to cancel the       months they decide not to ride.  It’s OK to cancel the       months they decide not to ride.  It’s OK to cancel the       
insurance at any time on  a vehicle, but in order to prevent insurance at any time on  a vehicle, but in order to prevent insurance at any time on  a vehicle, but in order to prevent insurance at any time on  a vehicle, but in order to prevent 
a “lapse of insurance” issue on the vehicle, you must fill out a “lapse of insurance” issue on the vehicle, you must fill out a “lapse of insurance” issue on the vehicle, you must fill out a “lapse of insurance” issue on the vehicle, you must fill out 
a “dea “dea “dea “de----insure form” with the state.  If this is something that insure form” with the state.  If this is something that insure form” with the state.  If this is something that insure form” with the state.  If this is something that 
you are considering with any of your vehicles, stop by     you are considering with any of your vehicles, stop by     you are considering with any of your vehicles, stop by     you are considering with any of your vehicles, stop by     
either office and we can take care of this for you.  This is a either office and we can take care of this for you.  This is a either office and we can take care of this for you.  This is a either office and we can take care of this for you.  This is a 
service that we’re happy to provide so you can get back service that we’re happy to provide so you can get back service that we’re happy to provide so you can get back service that we’re happy to provide so you can get back 
on your toy next spring with no hassles.on your toy next spring with no hassles.on your toy next spring with no hassles.on your toy next spring with no hassles.    
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Getting too cold to ride? 

Each newsletter, we feature one of the FooteWork   Each newsletter, we feature one of the FooteWork   Each newsletter, we feature one of the FooteWork   Each newsletter, we feature one of the FooteWork   
professionals who are trained to help you and are professionals who are trained to help you and are professionals who are trained to help you and are professionals who are trained to help you and are 
central to the great customer service you receive. central to the great customer service you receive. central to the great customer service you receive. central to the great customer service you receive.     

Jaclyn first started with FooteWork in April of 2006.  
Jaclyn brings to FooteWork incredible customer      
service skills and has created a loyal following of    
customers who have benefited from her expertise.    
In that time Jaclyn has become a level I inspector and 
completed the Certified Title & Registration course, 
which has  enabled her to become a certified MVD 
processor.  Stop by the Prescott office to see how    
Jaclyn can knock your socks off like she’s done with 
so many of our other customers. 

Featured footework employee 

Jaclyn Jaclyn Jaclyn Jaclyn     

KonyenKonyenKonyenKonyen    

FooteWork’s Philosophy 

• Provide you with  exceptional    
service 

• Complete your motor vehicle 
titlework as fast as possible 

• Find every way possible to  
save you money with your          
titlework 



FooteWork Auto License & Title Service is licensed by the FooteWork Auto License & Title Service is licensed by the FooteWork Auto License & Title Service is licensed by the FooteWork Auto License & Title Service is licensed by the 

Arizona  Department of Transportation to perform all    Arizona  Department of Transportation to perform all    Arizona  Department of Transportation to perform all    Arizona  Department of Transportation to perform all    

functions for the MVD.  For a small service fee, our staff will functions for the MVD.  For a small service fee, our staff will functions for the MVD.  For a small service fee, our staff will functions for the MVD.  For a small service fee, our staff will 

issue your title, registration and license plates while you issue your title, registration and license plates while you issue your title, registration and license plates while you issue your title, registration and license plates while you 

wait.  Our goal is a 10wait.  Our goal is a 10wait.  Our goal is a 10wait.  Our goal is a 10----minute turnaround time minute turnaround time minute turnaround time minute turnaround time andandandand your  your  your  your 

complete satisfaction. complete satisfaction. complete satisfaction. complete satisfaction.     

We ’re  on  the  web !  

 

www. footework .com 

 

John & Michelle Krieger of Prescott, bought this great 1965     John & Michelle Krieger of Prescott, bought this great 1965     John & Michelle Krieger of Prescott, bought this great 1965     John & Michelle Krieger of Prescott, bought this great 1965     
MiniMiniMiniMini----Moke in July of 2004.  The MiniMoke in July of 2004.  The MiniMoke in July of 2004.  The MiniMoke in July of 2004.  The Mini----Moke was originally            Moke was originally            Moke was originally            Moke was originally            
designed by the British Army and is built on what is now the   designed by the British Army and is built on what is now the   designed by the British Army and is built on what is now the   designed by the British Army and is built on what is now the   
MiniMiniMiniMini----Cooper chassis.  Check out the great story and learn more of Cooper chassis.  Check out the great story and learn more of Cooper chassis.  Check out the great story and learn more of Cooper chassis.  Check out the great story and learn more of 
the history of the Minithe history of the Minithe history of the Minithe history of the Mini----Moke on our website, Moke on our website, Moke on our website, Moke on our website, 
www.footework.com.www.footework.com.www.footework.com.www.footework.com.    

Vehicle of the month 

Bring in this newsletter for a 10% discount on your next service fee. (MVD fees excluded) 
 

Did you know about our other services?  

• Duplicate drivers licenses 

• Affidavit of affixtures 

• Transfer into and out of trusts 

• Boat registration 

• License plate refunds 

• Driver’s and vehicle record printouts 

• 3, 30 or 90-day permits 

• Level 1 inspections done at FooteWork’s  
offices or we can come to your location 

• Personalized license plates for gifts 

• Disability placards 

• Un-affixture of mobile homes from land 

Duplicate Drivers license 

Is the picture faded on your drivers license?  We can get you a brand new drivers license (with Is the picture faded on your drivers license?  We can get you a brand new drivers license (with Is the picture faded on your drivers license?  We can get you a brand new drivers license (with Is the picture faded on your drivers license?  We can get you a brand new drivers license (with 
the same young picture) as easy as giving us a call or stopping by one of our offices.the same young picture) as easy as giving us a call or stopping by one of our offices.the same young picture) as easy as giving us a call or stopping by one of our offices.the same young picture) as easy as giving us a call or stopping by one of our offices.    

Faded month stickers?  

The Arizona sun takes its toll on our vehicles.  One thing that can be affected are the month           The Arizona sun takes its toll on our vehicles.  One thing that can be affected are the month           The Arizona sun takes its toll on our vehicles.  One thing that can be affected are the month           The Arizona sun takes its toll on our vehicles.  One thing that can be affected are the month           
stickers.  Stop by either of our offices and ask for a free replacement sticker if yours is faded.  stickers.  Stop by either of our offices and ask for a free replacement sticker if yours is faded.  stickers.  Stop by either of our offices and ask for a free replacement sticker if yours is faded.  stickers.  Stop by either of our offices and ask for a free replacement sticker if yours is faded.  
Sorry no FREE replacement year stickers, the state wouldn’t appreciate us giving those away.Sorry no FREE replacement year stickers, the state wouldn’t appreciate us giving those away.Sorry no FREE replacement year stickers, the state wouldn’t appreciate us giving those away.Sorry no FREE replacement year stickers, the state wouldn’t appreciate us giving those away.    


